Introduction
Timestamps are a useful mechanism for understanding and analyzing the causality of distributed computation. They have been used to solve a wide class of problems including mutual exclusion 8], recovery 7], debugging 3, 4] , and causal broadcasts 1]. A signi cant drawback of the existing implementation of timestamps is that they become potentially unbounded in size. As a result, algorithms based on timestamps must allow for unbounded messages or rely upon some techniques for global resetting of timestamps 1]. In this paper we investigate the reusability of timestamps and present a simple implementation of bounded timestamps.
Recall the mechanism used for updating and communicating timestamps 8, 9] . Initially the current timestamp of every process is initialized to 0.
Upon the occurrence of an event, a process advances its current timestamp. Thus, if cts i denotes the current timestamp of process i, then cts i := next(cts i ).
While sending a message, a process attaches the new timestamp to the message. Upon receiving a message, a process sets its current timestamp to the maximum of its current timestamp and the timestamp of the message. In other words, process i executes cts i := sup(cts i ; ts) where ts is the timestamp of the received message, and sup is the supremum function over the domain of the timestamps.
The functions next and sup are implemented so that the causality of events corresponds to their timestamps. Thus, in the scalar timestamps mechanism of Lamport 8] , function next returns the next natural number and function sup is de ned to be the maximum of naturals. In the vector timestamps mechanism 9], on the other hand, function next increments the process's component of the timestamp and function sup is de ned to be element-wise maximum of vectors. Note that in case of vector timestamps processes choose their timestamps from independent domains (i.e., process i is the sole generator of values in the ith component of the vector). This simpli es the reuse of timestamps and consequently, we concentrate on vector timestamps in the remainder of the paper. 
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Suppose that a process i wishes to reuse a timestamp component m. Then, in order for the timestamping scheme to work correctly, all old messages with value m in the ith component should have been delivered. In other words, for any process j and any outgoing channel c of process j, the ith component of cts j and the ith components of all the timestamps in channel c should di er from m. For simplicity, let us label the processes in the network as either white or black. A process is said to be black i its current timestamp exceeds m (the timestamp component that we wish to reuse), and none of its outgoing channels contain a message with a timestamp component m. Then, based on the timestamping algorithm, it is possible to show that a black process remains black.
Process i can reuse value m once all the processes in the network have become black. A number of mechanisms can be used for inferring whether a process has become black and for inferring whether all the processes in the network have become black 2]. We outline one such combination of mechanisms next.
We construct a spanning tree with process i as the root. A process j in the tree maintains a set of variables last k as an estimate of the oldest value occurring along a channel to a neighboring process k and a variable old j as an estimate of the oldest timestamp occurring in j or a descendant node of j in process i's spanning tree. (The subtree rooted at process j becomes black with respect to a value m i old j > m.) All the children of process j inform it of their respective old values and process j in turn computes the minimum of all these values and last k as its own old value and forwards this value to its parent in the spanning tree. Timestamp component m can be reused by process i only if its old value becomes greater than m. One way to compute last k is for process k to inform process j of the most recent timestamp that it received from process j. All of the above values can be sent along with messages and timestamps of the underlying computation and do not require extra communication. The extra information that process k needs to send to a process j consists of the last timestamp that it received from process j and an old eld for each spanning tree in which process j is a parent of process k.
What we have developed so far is a necessary condition for a timestamp component to be reused.
But can a process i really reuse a value m if it does not occur in the processes and the channels of the network? As an example, assume that process i is using values 0 3 in a round-robin fashion reusing a value m once it has disappeared from the network. Suppose that some other process j receives two messages with values 0 and 2. Process j cannot order the message with value 0 before the message with 2 because the following sequence of events may have occurred.
Process i uses values 0; 1; and 2. Value 0 disappears from the network and process i reuses value 0. Process j receives messages with values 0 and 2.
Similarly, process j does not order the message with value 2 before the message with 0 because the message with value 0 may not have been a reuse.
Thus, in order for a process i to reuse a value, every other process j should be able to correctly infer the ordering of all existing values that originated from process i. To clarify, we de ne a timestamping system similar to the sequential timestamp system de ned by Israeli and Li 6]. As in there, we de ne a directed graph in which each node contains a value (a timestamp component corresponding to a process). A directed edge u ! v denotes that u is an older value than v. We introduce pebbles to refer to nodes whose values are currently being used. In order for a process to reuse values, a pebble is transferred from the oldest pebbled node (i.e., a node that has an outgoing edge to all other pebbled nodes) to a new unpebbled node that is more recent than (i.e., that has an outgoing edge to) all remaining pebbled nodes. (This is in contrast to the sequential timestamp system where a pebble can be moved from any pebbled node and not necessarily the oldest pebbled node.) A constraint on the system is that all the pebbled nodes are totally ordered at any point in time.
Theorem: A timestamping system that allows for up to k pebbles at a time has at least 2k ? 1 nodes.
Proof: Assume a timestamping system with n nodes that allows for up to k pebbles at any time.
Consider a node u that gets a pebble. At that instant, it has an incoming edge from all remaining pebbled nodes. Consequently, the in-degree of node u is at least k ?1. This implies that the graph has at least n(k ? 1) edges. Since the graph does not contain any two-edge loops, the maximum number of edges in the graph equals n(n ?1)=2. Consequently, n(k ?1) n(n ?1)=2. The desired result follows from this inequality. (Here denotes addition modulo 2 size ? 1.) When value m disappears from the network, the process advances the segment of active values to m 1 m size by reusing value m size. A process j in the network orders value m before value n i the directed distance from m to n is less than that of n to m, i.e., i n m < m n ( denotes subtraction modulo 2 size ? 1).
The Complete Algorithm
Assume that each process uses up to size distinct values in its component at any time. As suggested earlier, the processes choose their values in a domain 0 2 size ? 1. Let T k denote the spanning tree corresponding to process k. A process i maintains the following variables.
cts that stores the current timestamp of process i. It is initialized to a vector of all zeros. window that is a 2-tuple storing the smallest and the largest value for process i that are currently in use. It is initialized to (0; size ? 1). recent j that stores the most recent vector timestamp that process i received from process j.
It is initialized to a vector in which ever value is 2 size ? 1. old k that stores the oldest value corresponding to T k that occurs in i or a descendant node of process i in T k . It is initialized to 2 size ? 1. desold k that stores the oldest value corresponding to T k that occurs in a descendant node of process i in T k . It is initialized to 2 size?1 if process i has any descendants in T k ; otherwise it is initialized to in nity.
The updating and the communication of timestamps is achieved by the following set of actions.
Upon occurrence of an event, process i advances its current timestamp cts by incrementing the eld cts i] modulo 2 size?1. If the set of current values is exhausted, i.e., cts i] = window 1], then the process is blocked until window 1] advances. When process i sends a message to process j, it attaches its current timestamp cts, the most recent timestamp received from process j recent j , and a set of values old k for each k such that process j is the parent of process i in T k . Upon receiving a message from process j with a timestamp ts, value recent ji that is the most recent timestamp that process j received from process i, and a set of values old jk where i is the parent of j in T k and old jk is the oldest value existing the subtree of T k with j as the root, process i does the following:
1. cts := max(cts; ts), i.e., updates the current timestamp by computing an elementwise maximum (modulo 2 size ? 1) of the old value of cts and the received timestamp, 2. recent j := ts, i.e., sets recent j to the new timestamp received from process j, 3 . for each k such that i is the parent of j in T k , desold k := old jk , i.e., sets desold k to be the smallest existing value corresponding to T k that occurs in a descendant node of process i in T k , 4. for each k, temp k := (min l :: recent l k]), i.e., computes a temporary value temp k to be the oldest value corresponding to T k that exists in the outgoing channels of process i (minimum values are computed modulo (2 size ? 1)), 5. for each k, old k := min(desold k ; temp k ), i.e., computes old k to be the smallest existing value corresponding to T k that occurs in i or a descendant node of process i in T k , 6. If old i > window 0] then window := (old i ; old i (size ? 1)), i.e., updates the set of values that can be used if some old values have disappeared from the network.
Discussion
A number of authors have considered the question of bounded timestamps in shared variable systems 6]. The problem is more di cult to solve in that setting on account of the constraints of wait-freedom 5]. The same constraint cannot be applied to message-passing networks as any communication necessarily involves waiting.
The number of active values that a process should allow for at any time depends upon the frequency of communication between neighbors, the height of the spanning trees, and the message transmission delay. Assume that any two neighboring processes communicate with each other within time and let h be the maximum height of the spanning trees. Consider a value m used by a process i. Within time h this value is communicated to all the processes and within another h time, this value has been subsumed by a later value m 1 in all the nodes and the channels. Within another h time, process i detects that value m has disappeared from the network. Summing these up, it follows that within 3h , process i discovers that value m has disappeared and consequently is able to advance its window. Let be the frequency with which a process performs a send, a receive, or an internal event. Then, the number of values that the process will need within a time interval of 3h equals 3h . Consequently, we should choose size to be at least 3h in order to make sure that a process does not block due to unavailability of values. The domain of values used by a process therefore should be at least 6h ? 1 . This means that the number of bits required for each component of a timestamp is roughly log 6h .
